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1. INTRODUCTION
In Gold’s paradigm [Gol67] for language learning (or
invariants of it [OSW86, Cas88]), an algorithmic device is
fed positive membership information about a (formal)
language, and it attempts eventually to conjecture reason-
ably accurate grammars for that language. This eventual algo-
rithmic learning of reasonably accurate grammars for langu-
ages from positive information is difficult, yet Gold [Gol67]
cites [McN66] for psycholinguistic evidence that positive
information seems to be enough for people. Beginning just
below, we will present some examples of what can and can-
not be learned from positive information. These examples
will help us introduce the results of the present paper.
We suppose for convenience and without loss of
generality that every language consists of nothing but non-
negative integers. Let FIN be the class of all finite
languages. From [Gol67], for L=FIN, there is an algo-
rithmic device d such that
given any language in L, d eventually con-
verges to a single final, perfectly correct
grammar generating that language.
(1)
Suppose L  FIN. By contrast, for L=FIN _ [L],
there is no algorithmic device d such that (1) [Gol67,
OSW86]. We call FIN supersaturated because of this
contrast: learnability breaks down if any single language not
in FIN is added to it; no language is admissible to FIN
without loss of learning power.
Some classes of languages L are merely saturated :
adding some r.e. L  L to such L results in a loss of learning
power. For saturated classes some r.e. languages are not
admissible, but others may be. An example will be presented
shortly below and again in Corollary 1.
A language L is co-finite 
def
it is missing at most finitely
many non-negative integers, i.e., 
def
it is a finite variant of N,
the entire set of non-negative integers. Let COF=the class
of all cofinite languages. For L=COF, there is no algo-
rithmic device d such that (1) [OW82a, OSW86]. Hence,
even a class of languages as simple as COF is difficult to
learn from positive information. However, since every ele-
ment of COF is a finite variant of N, COF can be learned
if we relax a bit our criterion for successful learning: for
L=COF, there is an algorithmic device d such that
given any language in L, d eventually con-
verges to a single final grammar which
generates a finite variant of that language.
(2)
Hence, COF witnesses that more can be learned with
respect to the criterion of success specified by (2) than from
that specified by (1) [OW82a, OSW86]. We say, then, that
COF witnesses a separation result for learning criteria.
More generally, and in some cases surprisingly, simple
subclasses of COF witness separation results for learning
criteria. An example from [CL82, Cas92] appears in (4) at
the beginning of Section 3 below. In some cases, separation
results, originally obtained by self-referential examples, can
be witnessed more simply by natural subclasses of COF. An
example such separation, which improves on self referential
separation witnesses in [Cas88, Cas92], is presented as
Theorem 2 in Section 3 below.
We show (Corollary 1 in Section 3 below) that, with
respect to the learning criterion specified by (2), COF is
saturated, but not supersaturated.
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We say that a language L is co-infinite def it is not co-
finite. A language L is called hypersimple def [L is recursively
enumerable and co-infinite 7 the function enumerating the
complement of L in increasing order is not bounded above
by any computable function] [Rog67]. Post [Pos44]
originally defined hypersimple sets by a different charac-
terization which is presented below in Definition 1 (Section
2.1) and exploited in the proof of our main theorem
(Theorem 3 in Section 3 below). This theorem provides a
very surprising characterization of hypersimple sets within
learnability theory. It says that, with respect to the learning
criterion specified by (2), for r.e. L, L is inadmissible to
COF (i.e., L witnesses that COF is saturated)  L is
hypersimple. In Corollary 4 below in Section 3 we use
COF _ [L], where L is hypersimple, as a particularly
elegant witness to a learning criteria separation result from
[OW82a, CL82].
Why are hypersimple sets involved in a separation result
in learnability? Actually, hypersimple sets seem, more
generally, to capture an essence of many separation and
independence results in a wide diversity of contexts besides
learning theory. Originally hypersimple sets were used to
separate T-complete sets from tt-complete sets [Pos44,
Rog67]. Hypersimple sets are crucial in a surprising charac-
terization of recursively axiomatizable theories that have
no independent recursive axiomatization [Kre57, PE68].
Furthermore, hypersimple sets have played a role in indepen-
dence results for both complexity theory [JY81] and control
structures [Roy87]. We expect that an important under-
standing of the role of hypersimple sets in separation and
independence in general can be obtained by a careful com-
parative study of the examples referenced in this paragraph.
In Theorem 5 we present a self-referential witness to a
saturation result for a case where COF would not work. N
is the inadmissible set we use to witness this saturation
result. Saturated (or supersaturated) classes are just barely
inside the boundary of the power of the underlying learning
criteria, and the inadmissible sets used to witness the satura-
tion are just on the other side of that boundary. We believe,
then, that further study of saturated classes and correspond-
ing inadmissible sets will give us a greater understanding of
the underlying learning criteria, and, may, in some cases,
lead to insightful characterizations.
Lastly Theorem 6 provides a characterization of the r.e.
not recursive sets within learnability theory and yields as a
corollary (Corollary 6) another separation result from
[OW82a, CL82].
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Notation
Any unexplained recursion theoretic notation is from
[Rog67]. N denotes the set of natural numbers, [0, 1, 2,
3, ...]. Unless otherwise specified, e, i, j, k, m, n, p,
s, w, x, y, z, with or without decorations1, range over N. V
denotes a non-member of N and is assumed to satisfy
(\n)[n< V <]. a and b, with or without decorations,
range over N _ [V]. < denotes the empty set.  denotes
subset. / denotes proper subset. $ denotes superset. #
denotes proper superset. P and S, with or without decora-
tions, range over sets of N. card(S) denotes the cardinality
of S. S1 2S2 denotes the symmetric difference between
S1 and S2 . For n # N and sets S1 and S2 , S1 =n S2 means
that card([x | x # S1qS2])  n; S1 O* S2 means that
card([x | x # S1 2S2]) is finite. Dx denotes the finite set with
canonical index x [Rog67].
A denotes undefined. max( } ), min( } ) denote the
maximum and minimum of a set, respectively, where
max(<)=0 and min(<)= A .
’ ranges over partial functions with arguments and values
from N .’(x) a denotes that ’(x) is defined; ’(x) A denotes
that ’(x) is undefined.
f and g, with or without decorations, range over total
functions with arguments and values from N .domain (’)
and range (’) denote the domain and range of the function
’, respectively.
. denotes a fixed acceptable programming system for the
partial computable functions: N  N [Rog58, Rog67,
MY78]. .i denotes the partial computable function com-
puted by program i in the .-system. 8 denotes an arbitrary
fixed Blum complexity measure [Blu67, HU79] for the
.-system.
Wi denotes domain (.i). Wi is, then, the r.e. setlanguage
(N) accepted (or equivalently, generated) by the
.-program i. W si =
def [xs | 8i (x)s]. E will denote the
class of all r.e. sets. L, with or without decorations, ranges
over E. L denotes the complement of L.
Definition 1. A hypersimple set [Pos44] L is an r.e.,
co-infinite set for which there does not exist a recursive f
such that, for all x, Df (x) & L {<, and, for all x, y such that
x{ y, Df (x) & Df ( y)=<.
It is well known that hypersimple sets exist [Rog67]. L,
with or without decorations, ranges over subsets of E. The
class of finite languages FIN =def [L | card(L)<].
The class of co-finite sets COF =def [L | card(N&L)<].
The quantifiers ‘‘\’’, and ‘‘_’’ essentially from [Blu67],
mean ‘‘for all but finitely many’’ and ‘‘there exist infinitely
many’’, respectively.
2.2. Learning Machines
We now consider language learning machines. Definition
2 below introduces a notion that facilitates discussion about
elements of a language being fed to a learning machine.
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Definition 2. A sequence _ is a mapping from an
initial segment of N into (N _ [*]). The content of a
sequence _, denoted content (_), is the set of natural num-
bers in the range of _. The length of _, denoted by |_|, is the
number of elements in _.
Intuitively, *’s represent pauses in the presentation of
data. We let _ and {, with or without decorations, range
over finite sequences. We say that _{(_/{) iff _ is an
(proper) initial subsequence of {. We say that _${(_#{) iff
{ is an (proper) initial subsequence of _. The sequence _ } {
is obtained by concatenating { at the end of _. SEQ denotes
the set of all finite sequences. The set of all finite sequences
of natural numbers and *’s, SEQ, can be coded onto N.
Definition 3. A language learning machine is an
algorithmic device which computes a mapping from SEQ
into N.
We let M, with or without decorations, range over
learning machines.
2.3. Fundamental Language Identification Paradigms
Definition 4. A text T for a language L is a mapping
from N into (N _ [*]) such that L is the set of natural
numbers in the range of T. The content of a text T. denoted
content(T ), is the set of natural numbers in the range
of T.
Intuitively, a text for a language is an enumeration or
sequential presentation of all the objects in the language
with the *’s representing pauses in the listing or presenta-
tion of such objects. For example, the only text for the
empty language is just an infinite sequence of *’s.
We let T, with or without decorations, range over texts.
T[n] denotes the finite initial sequence of T with length n.
Hence, domain(T[n])=[x | x<n]. For n|_|, _[n]
denotes the finite initial sequence of _ with length n.
2.3.1. Finite Vacillatory Language Identification. Defini-
tions 5 through 8 essentially appear, sometimes for special
cases, in [Gol67, OW82a, Cas86, Cas88].
Definition 5. Suppose M is a learning machine and
T is a text. We say M(T ) converges (written: M(T ) - ) 
[M({) | {/T] is finite. If M(T ) - , then M(T) is defined
=[ p | (_{/T)[M({)= p]]; otherwise, M(T) is undefined.
We now introduce criteria for a learning machine to be
considered successful on languages.
Definition 6. For n>0, a language learning machine,
M, TxtFexan-identifies an r.e. language L (written:
L # TxtFexan(M))  (\ texts T for L)[M(T ) - =a set of
cardinality n and (\p # M(T))[Wp =a L]].
Definition 7. A language learning machine, M, TxtFexa
*
-
identifies an r.e. language L (written L # TxtFexa
*
(M)) 
(\ texts T for L)[M(T ) - 7 (\p # M(T))[Wp =a L]].
For a, b # N _ [ V ], in TxtFexab-identification, the b is a
bound on the number of final grammars and the a a bound
on the number of anomalies allowed in these final gram-
mars, where a bound of V just means unbounded, but finite.
Definition 8. TxtFexab=[L | (_M)[LTxtFex
a
b(M)]].
Intuitively, L # TxtFexab  there is an effective proce-
dure p such that, if p is given any listing of any language
L # L, it outputs a sequence of grammars converging in a
non-empty set of no more than b grammars, and each
of these grammars makes no more than a mistakes in
generating L.
TxtFex01-identification is equivalent to Gold’s [Gol67]
seminal notion of identification, also referred to as TxtEx-
identification in [CL82] and (indirectly) as INT in
[OW82b, OW82a, OSW86]. TxtFexa1-identification is just
TxtExa-identification from [CL82]. For n>0. TxtFex0n -
identification is just the notion of TXTFEXn -identification
from [Cas86]. Osherson and Weinstein [OW82a] were the
first to define TxtFex0
*
and TxtFex*
*
. The influence of
Gold’s paradigm [Gol67] on human language learning is
discussed by Pinker [Pin79], Wexler and Culicover
[WC80], Wexler [Wex82], and Osherson, Stob, and
Weinstein [OSW82, OSW84, OSW86].
2.3.2. Behaviorally Correct Language Identification.
Next are introduced the cases of success criteria for which
the number of final grammars is possibly infinite, not
necessarily finite as it is for TxtFexab-identification. Defini-
tions 9 and 10 are from [CL82]. The a # [0, V ] cases were
independently introduced in [OW82a, OW82b].
Definition 9. A machine M TxtBca-identifies L
(written: L # TxtBca(M))  (\ texts T for L)(\n)
[WM(T[n]) =a L].
Definition 10. TxtBca=[L | (_M)[LTxtBca(M))]].
We sometimes write TxtBc for TxtBc0.
2.3.3. Some Basic Results. We now enumerate the con-
nections between various learning criteria defined above.
Theorem 1. For all n, the following hold ;
(a) TxtFexn+11 -TxtFex
n
*
{<.
(b) TxtFex0n+2&TxtFex*n+1 {<.
(c) TxtBcn+1&TxtBcn{<.
(d ) TxtFex2n+11 &TxtBc
n{<.
(e) TxtFex*1&nTxtBcn{<.
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( f ) TxtBc-TxtFex*
*
{<.
(g) TxtBc*&(nTxtBcn _ TxtFex**){<.
(h) TxtFex
*
2n/TxtBcn.
(i) E  TxtBc*.
Most of the above results were announced in [CL82,
Cas88] and are all proved in [Cas92]. Recall that
TxtExa =def TxtFexa1 . Osherson and Weinstein [OW82a]
independently proved that TxtFex*0 /TxtFex**
and that
TxtFex01 /TxtFex
0
*
. They also showed that TxtBc-
TxtFex*
*
{< and noted that COF # TxtEx*&TxtBc. We
note that the former along with part (c) of the above
theorem imply that TxtEx*/TxtBc*. [CL82] proved this
result by first proving part (c) and then showing that TxtBc
& TxtEx*{<. They used the self-referential class of
languages
L0=[L|L is recursive, infinite and (\x # L)[Wx=L]]
(3)
to prove the latter result (we further consider this class in
Theorem 5). Herein, we achieve the same separation via our
characterization of the hypersimple sets in Theorem 3
below.
We now introduce some important definitions and
technical concepts which will be used in our proofs.
Let Progs(M, _) =def [ p | (_n|_| )[M(_[n])= p]].
Definition 11. We say that _ is a hypostabilizing
sequence for M on L def [[content(_)L] 7 (\_$ _ |
content (_$)L)[M(_$) # Progs(M, _)]].
Fulk defined the notion of stabilizing sequences [Fu185,
Fu190] which differs slightly from the above notion. Next
are presented the crucial notions of TxtExa, TxtFexa
*
and
TxtBca locking sequences which are extensively used in the
proofs presented in this paper.
Definition 12. [BB75, OW82a]_ is a TxtExa-locking
sequence for M on L def [[content(_)L] 7 (\_$ |
content(_$)L7__$)[M(_$)=M(_)]7[WM(_)=a L]].
Definition 13. We say that _ is a TxtFexa
*
-locking
sequence for M on L def [[_ is a hypostabilizing sequence
for M on L] 7 (\_$ _ | content(_$)L)[WM(_$)= aL]].
Definition 14. We say that _ is a TxtBca-locking
sequence for M on L def[[content(_)L] 7 (\_$ _ |
content(_$)L)[WM(_$)= aL]].
The following important lemma in learning theory which
is essentially due to L. Blum and M. Blum [BB75] will be
an important tool used in our proofs in this paper.
Lemma 1 [BB75, OW82a]. If M TxtExa-identifies L,
then there is a TxtExa-locking sequence for M on L.
A similar lemma asserts the existence of TxtFexa
*
and
TxtBca-locking sequences. We omit formal statements of
these lemmata; nonetheless, we will use these facts in the
proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 5.
3. RESULTS
Classes of co-finite sets witness many separation results in
language learning. For instance, from [CL82, Cas92],
[L|L=2n+1 N] # TxtEx2n+1&TxtBCn. (4)
At the same time, other separation results such as
TxtFexn+11 -TxtFex
n
*
{< [Cas92] have been proved using
self referential classes of languages. We prove the same
separation using a natural class of co-finite sets.
Theorem 2. Let Ln+1=[L | L=n+1 N]. Then Ln+1 #
TxtFexn+11 &TxtFex
n
*
.
Proof. Clearly Ln+1 # TxtFexn+11 .
Suppose by way of contradiction that Ln+1 #
TxtFexn
*
(M). Then, let _N be a TxtFexnV -locking sequence
for M on N. By a variant of Lemma 1, such a _N exists.
From the definition of locking sequence, it follows that,
for all _$_N , M(_) # Progs(M, _N). Let GoodProgs=
[ p # Progs(M, _N) | Wp=* N].
We consider 2 cases.
Case 1: GoodProgs=<.
Then clearly N  TxtFexn*(M).
Case 2: GoodProgs{<.
For p # GoodProgs, let
Last( p)={xp ,0,
if [Wp{N] 7 [xp=max(N&Wp)];
otherwise;
Since each p # GoodProgs satisfies Wp=* N, it is clear
that Last is well defined. Let m=max([Last( p) | p # Good-
Progs]). Let S be a set of cardinality n+1 such that
min(S)>m and S & content(_N)=<. Let L=N&S.
Clearly, L # Ln+1. Also, for all p # GoodProgs, it is clear that
L{n Wp . Thus, for all p # Progs(M,_N), L{n Wp . Let
T#_N be any text for L. It is clear that M does not
TxtFexn
*
-identify L on T.
Thus, Ln+1  TxtFex
n
*
. K
COF does not witness that TxtBc* separates from
TxtEx*, i.e., COF  TxtBc*&TxtEx*. Perhaps if COF
were augmented by another language the result would wit-
ness the separation. This partly motivates the following.
Intuitively we think of I in Definition 15 as an identifica-
tion criterion.
Definition 15. Let I be a set of classes of languages.
(a) We say L is I-admissible to L def L _ [L] # I. We
say L is I-inadmissible to L def L is not I-admissible to L.
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(b) We say that L is I-saturated def [[L # I 7 (_L)
[L is I-inadmissible to L]].
(c) We say that L is I-supersaturated def [[L # I] 7
(\L # E&L)[L is I-inadmissible to L]].
[OSW86] define variants of the saturatedness and super-
saturatedness notions above (they call their variants ‘maxi-
mal’ and ‘saturated’ respectively). Their definitions pertain
to not necessarily algorithmic language learning.
As an example of supersaturated language classes, con-
sider FIN, the class of all finite languages. Clearly,
FIN # TxtEx*. Also, for any infinite language L, it can be
proved that FIN _ [L]  TxtEx* [OW82a, CL82].
Thus, FIN is TxtEx*-supersaturated (it can also be
proved that it is TxtBc*-supersaturated). In fact, it is easily
proved that FIN is the only TxtEx*-supersaturated class
of languages [OSW86]. On the other hand, from our next
and surprising main theorem, one can see that (all and) only
the hypersimple sets are TxtEx*-inadmissible to COF.
Theorem 3. L hypersimple  L is TxtEx*-inadmissible
to COF.2
Proof. ( O ) Suppose L is hypersimple. Suppose by way
of contradiction that COF _ [L] # TxtEx*(M). Then, let
_L be a locking sequence for M on L. By Lemma 1, such a
_L exists. Let g be a recursive function such that, for all
_, Dg(_)=content(_). Now consider program p which on all
inputs x computes as specified below. .p(0)= g(min(L )).
For x1, .p(x) is computed as follows.
1. First compute .p(x&1).
2. Search for _ such that content(_)/[ y| y1+
max(D.p(x&1))] and M(_L } _){M(_L). If (at all) such a _
is found, let .p(x)=g(_).
This completes the specification of program p. We now
consider 2 cases.
Case 1: .p is not total.
Let x be the least value such that .p(x) A . Clearly x1.
Since x is the least value such that .p(x) A , step 1 in the
computation of .p(x) terminates. Let m=1+max(D.p(x&1)).
Let T $ be a text for the language [x | xm]. Let
T=_L .T $ .T is clearly a text for the co-finite set L$=
content(_L) _ [x | xm]. Now M(T )=M(_L) (otherwise,
step 2 in the computation of program p on input
x would have terminated as well; hence, .p(x) would
have been defined). Thus, from our supposition that
COF _ [L] # TxtEx*(M), it follows that L=* WM(_L)=
WM(T)=* L$. Thus we conclude that L$=* L, which is
a contradiction since L$ is co-finite and L, a hypersimple set,
is co-infinite.
Case 2: .p is total.
Since _L is a locking sequence for M on L, it follows from
the specification of program p that for all x, D.p(x) & L {<
and that for all x, y such that x{ y, D.p(x) & D.p( y)=<.
Thus, f =.p witnesses that L is not hypersimple which is a
contradiction.
( o ) Suppose that L is not hypersimple. If L is co-finite,
then clearly COF _ [L]=COF # TxtEx*. So, suppose L
is not co-finite. Then there exists a recursive f such that,
for all x, Df (x) & L {< and for x, y such that x{ y,
Df (x) & Df ( y)=<. Let pL and pN be such that WpL=L and
WpN=N. Consider M defined as follows.
M(_)={ pN ,pL ,
if (_x|_| )[Df (x) content(_)];
otherwise.
Let T be a text for a language in COF _ [L]. We consider
2 cases.
Case 1: T is a text for L.
Since it is the case that for all x, Df (x) & L {<, it follows
that (\_/T )(\x)[Df (x) 3 content(_)]. Thus, for all n,
M(T[n])=pL . Thus, M TxtEx*-identifies L.
Case 2: T is a text for L$ # COF.
Since L$ is co-finite, it follows that (\x # L )[x # L$] and
(\x # L)[x # L$]. Note also that card(x | (x # L and (_y)
[x # Df ( y)]) is infinite. Thus, it is clear that there exists n
such that (_xn)[Df (x) content(T[n])]. From the
definition of M, it follows that for all n$n,
M(T[n$])= pN . Since L$ was an arbitrary co-finite
language, it is clear that M TxtEx*-identifies COF.
Thus M TxtEx*-identifies COF _ [L].
Corollary 1. COF is TxtEx*-saturated, but not
TxtEx*-supersaturated.
Proof. By Theorem 3, any hypersimple set is TxtEx*-
inadmissible to COF, yet r.e., nonhypersimple, co-infinite
sets are TxtEx*-admissible. K
The following corollary can be proved by a
straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem 3.
Corollary 2. COF is TxtFex*
*
-saturated, but not
TxtFex*
*
-supersaturated. K
Theorem 4. COF is not TxtBc*-saturated.
Proof. Let L be any arbitrary language. We will prove
that COF _ [L] # TxtBc*.
Let pL be such that WpL=L. Then, let f be a recursive
function such that, for all _, Wf (_) is defined as follows.
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1 initially Wf (_) is empty.
2. i=0.
repeat
Enumerate i into Wf (_) .
i=i+1.
until content(_)WipL
3. Enumerate all the elements of WpL into Wf (_) .
Suppose _ is such that content(_)L. Then, there exists
an i such that content (_)W ipL . Thus, in the enumeration
of Wf (_) , the repeat-loop in step 2 terminates giving
Wf (_)=* L.
Now suppose _ is such that content (_)3 L. Then, in the
enumeration of Wf (_) , the repeat-loop in step 2 does not
terminate. Thus, Wf (_)=N.
Consider M such that, for all _, M(_)= f (_). From the
preceding assertions, it is clear that M TxtBc*-identifies
COF _ [L]. K
In fact, the proof of Theorem 4 can be generalized to
prove the following. We omit details here.
Corollary 3. (\ finite L )[COF _ L # TxtBc*].
The following separation result from [CL82, OW82a]
follows as a corollary of Theorems 3 and 4.
Corollary 4. TxtBc*&TxtEx*{<.
Proof. Let L be a hypersimple set. Let L=
COF _ [L]. From Theorem 4, L # TxtBc* and from
Theorem 3, L  TxtEx*. K
L0 is defined in (3) in Section 2.3.3 above. L0 is the self
referential class used in [CL82] to witness Corollary 4 just
above.
Theorem 5. L0 is TxtBc*-saturated.
Proof. We observe first that COF & L0=< (since any
co-finite set contains infinitely many indices for L1=< and
L2=N{*L1). Now we prove the following claim.
Claim 1. (\ finite S)(_L # L0)[S/L].
Proof. Fix S. Then, by the operator recursion theorem
[Cas74], there exists a monotone increasing recursive func-
tion f such that, for all x : Wf (x)=S _ [ f (w) | w # N].
Let L=S _ [ f (w) | w # N]. Since L=* range( f ), for
monotone increasing recursive function f, it is clear that L
is infinite and recursive. Also, (\x # L)[Wx=L]. Hence
L # L0 . This completes the proof of Claim 1. K
We now prove that N is TxtBc*-inadmissible to L0 . Sup-
pose by way of contradiction that L0 _ [N] # TxtBc*(M).
Then, let _N be a TxtBc*-locking sequence for M on N.
Let L # L0 be such that contents (_N)/L. From Claim 1,
such an L exists. Let T#_N be a text for L. Since L  COF,
it follows that (\n)[WM(T[n])=* N{* L]. K
Corollary 5. For all n, L0 is TxtBcn-saturated.
Proof. This corollary follows from Theorem 5 and the
fact that, for all n, L0 # TxtBcn/TxtBc*. K
Next we explore analogs of Theorems 3 and 4, namely
Theorems 6 and 7, respectively, for TxtEx in place of
TxtEx* and TxtBc in place of TxtBc*.
Definition 16. Let FinMeet(L) =def [S finite | S &
L{<].
Theorem 6. For all L # E, L is recursive  L is
TxtEx-admissible to FinMeet(L ).
Proof. ( O ) Fix L # E. Now suppose L is recursive.
We will construct machine M which TxtEx-identifies
FinMeet(L ) _ [L]. Let g be a recursive function such that,
for all S, Dg(S)=S. Let i0 be such that Wi0=L.
For all _, let
M(_)={ g(content(_))i0 ,
if content(_) & L {<;
otherwise;
Note that the the predicate ‘‘content(_) & L {<’’ is
recursively testable since L is recursive. It is clear that M
TxtEx-identifies FinMeet(L ) _ [L].
( o ) Suppose L is r.e. but not recursive. Suppose by way
of contradiction that L is TxtEx-admissible to FinMeet(L ).
Then there exists M such that M TxtEx-identifies
FinMeet(L ) _ [L]. Let _ be a TxtEx-locking sequence for
M on L. For all i, let Ti be the text which starts with _
followed by an infinite sequence of i. Since M TxtEx-iden-
tifies FinMeet(L ) _ [L], it can be deduced that for all i,
i # L  (_>|_| )[M(Ti[ j]){M(_)]. Thus L is r.e., con-
tradicting our supposition.
Theorem 7. For all L, FinMeet(L ) _ [L] # TxtBc.
Proof. Let L be any arbitrary language and let pL be
such that WpL=L. Then, let f be a recursive function such
that, for all _, Wf (_) is defined as follows.
1. Enumerate into Wf (_) all elements in content (_).
2. i=0.
repeat
i=i+1.
until content(_)W ipL
3. Enumerate all the elements of WpL into Wf (_) .
Suppose _ is such that content(_)L. Then, there exists
an i such that content(_)W ipL . Thus, the repeat-loop in
step 2 terminates giving Wf (_)=content(_) _ L=L.
Now suppose _ is such that content(_)3 L. Then, in the
enumeration of Wf (_) , the repeat-loop in step 2 does not ter-
minate. Thus, Wf (_)=content(_).
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Consider M such that, for all _, M(_)=f (_). From the
preceding assertions, it is clear that M TxtBc-identifies
FinMeet(L ) _ [L]. K
Lastly we derive the following fact from [OW82a,
CL82], employing Theorems 6 and 7.
Corollary 6. TxtBc&TxtEx{<
Proof. Fix L, a r.e. not recursive language and let
L=FinMeet(L ) _ [L]. From Theorems 6 and 7, it is clear
that L # TxtBc&TxtEx. K
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